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The objective of this work is to develop and test a

basic analytical model for Boiling Water Reactors (BWR)

which encompasses the principal response characteristics

seen in turbine trips and similar transients (steam line

rupture, etc.).

A complete and accurate description requires large

computer programs. There is a need for simpler programs

to resolve the principal mechanisms often obscured in big

programs.

The analytical model was formulated in a manner suited

for solution by an analog computer. However, because

available analog computers did not have sufficient capabi-

lity, solutions of the model equations were obtained

through a digital computer program (BWRSIM) and a standard

analog simulator provided in the CDC program library.



The model was used to simulate one of the turbine trip

tests performed at the Peach Bottom 2 Atomic Power Station

in April 1977.

This transient test was initiated at full core flow

and 47.2% power. Through a special arrangement the antici-

patory scram signal from the turbine stop valves was ren-

dered ineffective. This permitted a large flux spike with

a peak of nearly five times the initial power level. The

peak was reached in less than one second after the valve

closure.

The system pressure reached an overall peak of about

40 psia over the initial value, approximately 3.1 sec after

the valve closure.

The results of the simulation were in reasonably good

agreement with the measured data and with the results of

more detailed analyses obtained with the RETRAN code. This

provides confidence that the analytic model incorporates

the important features for this class of transients. In

particular, the model shows damped pressure oscillations in

the early part of the transient, which also are seen in the

measured counterparts and which are the manifestation of

sonic pressure waves induced by rapid valve closure in the

steam lines.

Because of the simplicity of this model, the computer

program presented in this work would be quite suitable for



scoping studies, before using more sophisticated programs

to get more accurate answers.

Using analog modeling techniques as facilitated by

the MIMIC code [11], furthermore, opens up the possibility

to implement the model on a hybrid or analog computer,

where transient studies often can be conducted more

efficiently than on digital machines.
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SIMULATION OF TRANSIENTS FOLLOWING A TURBINE
TRIP IN BOILING WATER REACTORS BY

ANALOG TECHNIQUES

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamic behavior of a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)

is of major importance for proper design of a system which

achieves high performance, satisfies safety requirements

and operates economically.

The objective of this work is to study the dynamics of

a BWR system by developing a basic mathematical model for

those phenomena which are relevant to a broad class of

transients.

These phenomena include a point kinetic model for the

core, reactivity feedback through moderator density and

fuel temperature, heat transfer from the fuel to the

moderator, fluid dynamics equations for the moderator in

the major flow systems with exception of the recirculation

loop. Initial and boundary conditions also are

incorporated.

Solutions of dynamics models such as the one presented

here are obtained very efficiently in the time domain by

way of electronic computation. Although digital computers

are generally used for this purpose, it was decided to

formulate the equations in a manner suited for a general

purpose analog computer. However, the number of analog
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components required for implementation of the full model

was larger than that offered by any of the available

analog computers.

To overcome this difficulty, a digital simulation code

(MIMIC) was used. This code computes solutions of speci-

fied analog circuits by numerical integration techniques.

The code which specifies the analog elements, their

interconnection and the input to the simulator MIMIC was

named BWRSIM. In this way the option of using an analog

computer is retained for the case that an analog computer

of sufficient size is available.

The advantage of this approach lies in the flexibility

and user interaction offered by analog computers towards

the solution of dynamic problems, in particular for basic

models with a relatively small number of differential

equations, tabular functions and logic elements. Further-

more, analog computers do not require considerations of

limited accuracy and numerical instability as introduced

by numerical integration in digital machines.

This paper is organized in the following manner. The

mathematical model is developed in Chapter II. The analog

circuits are presented in Chapter III. Chapter III also

contains the digital implementation (BWRSIM) of the model.

In order to test the model, it was applied to the simula-

tion of one of the turbine trip tests performed at the

Peach Bottom 2 Atomic Power Station. This transient was
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initiated at full core flow and 47.2% power. Through a

special arrangement, the anticipatory scram signal derived

from the turbine stop valves was made inactive. The re-

sults of this sample case are presented in the form of

plots in Chapter IV. These results are in reasonable

agreement with measured data available from the Peach Bot-

tom Nuclear Power Plant and with more accurate computer

results provided by larger codes like RETRAN [5].

BWRSIM covers about eight seconds of the turbine trip

transient in only approximately five seconds of process

time on a fast digital computer (e.g. CDC 7600). RETRAN,

for example, takes twenty minutes of process time. This

makes the model described here very attractive as a tool

for scoping safety analysis and possibly for the implementa-

tion on simulators for operator training.

Finally, this work furthers the understanding of the

principal mechanisms and their interactions in the

transient response of BWRs.
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II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

II.1 General Description

The energy from a nuclear power plant comes from the

chain reaction carried on by neutrons in the fuel rods.

The neutrons induce fission in fissile material like U-235

and each fission event releases about 200 MeV.

One and six-tenths percent of this energy is assumed

to be deposited directly in the moderator by attenuation

of neutrons and gamma rays. The rest of the energy is re-

leased in the fuel and is conducted to the coolant by heat

transfer.

In a Boiling Water Reactor, a major portion of the

net energy deposited into the moderator produces steam.

The low quality mixture of vapor and liquid which emerges

from the core goes directly into the steam separators and

dryers, where steam of high quality is produced, while the

saturated water is returned to the core by way of the down-

comer and recirculation system.

The steam leaves the pressure vessel, passes through

the steam lines and enters the turbine system which drives

the generator.

The point reactor kinetics equations, with six delayed

neutron groups, are used for the reactor dynamic calcula-

tions. These equations are expressed in the usual terms
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of reactor power, reactivity and precursor concentration

[3] .

The average fuel temperature and the average moderator

density in the core are assumed to be the main reactivity

feedback variables [4].

The basic flow systems of a BWR are broken down into

regions, which are called control volumes [9]. Mass,

energy and momentum conservation law is applied to the

fluid in these control volumes (see Figure 1). These

relations are expressed in terms of the state variables.

In addition, linear approximations of necessary state rela-

tions are introduced. Other relations of this model des-

cribe frictional pressure drop and critical flow.

11.2 Reactor Kinetics and Heat Source

The power of the reactor is calculated by the point

kinetics equations. These can be derived from either

transport [1] or diffusion [2] theory.

The point kinetics equations are:

dP
dt

=
9.

(p,. (t) 1)P(t) + E X1 C (t)
.

1

dC
dt

i

1
P(t) X.C.(t)

1
11.2-2

p$(t) = Reactivity of the reactor core expressed in dollars

Si = Effective delayed neutron fraction in group i
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= Ef3i

= Mean neutron generation time

i
= Precursor decay constant for group i

C. = Precursor concentration

P = Power

It is noted that the time constant
(3

in equation 11.2-

1 is very small; furthermore dP/dt is a small quantity

obtained as the difference between two terms which commonly

are nearly equal in magnitude. This can cause numerical

integration problems.

When dP/dt is neglected in 11.2-1 the result is the

prompt jump approximation used in BWRSIM.

E X.C.
P(t)

(1-p )

11.2-3

Use of this approximation is justified by the fact that the

reactivity of the core does not approach prompt critical at

any time during the transient. Also, reactivity changes

are not so fast as to require description of prompt neutron

phenomena.

11.3 Feedback Effects

Even under normal operating conditions there is a

large variation in effective moderator density in the core

of a BWR due to changes in the steam void with power, pres-

sure and flow rate.
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The decrease of the density hardens the energy spec-

trum (average neutron energy increases), the resonance

absorption and leakage of neutrons is enhanced and by this,

the probability for a fission event decreases.

The void reactivity coefficient used in the model is

defined by:

d p,

V
sco

11.3-1av d V
SC

where: V
sc

= Total steam void volume in

ft
3

the moderator in

V
sco

= Steady state Vsc

p$ = Reactivity in dollars

In case of a reactor power increase, the steam produc-

tion rate in the core increases and thus the net moderator

density will decrease. This effect produces a reactivity

decrease and will enhance a reduction in power. This nega-

tive power feedback has a stabilizing effect on the dynamic

behavior of the system.

However, it is noted that changes in pressure which

could be caused by modulation of the steam admission valves

to the turbine, also will cause changes in the void content.

The basic instability introduced into the overall system

response by this effect must be eliminated by providing a

pressure regulator which modulates the flow of the control

valves, to maintain a steam system pressure.
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When the fuel temperature increases, the vibrational

energy of the nucleus increases causing a broadening of the

neutron energy spectrum as well as of the absorption

resonances (Doppler effect [2]). The net reactivity effect

associated with the phenomenon is characterized by the fuel

temperature reactivity coefficient, used in the model is

defined by:

a
F

d p

d T
f T

fo

where: T
f
= Average fuel temperature

Tfo
= Initial average fuel temperature.

11.3-2

If the power increases, the fuel temperature also will

increase and due to the Doppler effect, more neutrons are

captured in U-238. This negative reactivity effect will

tend to return the power to equilibrium. Thus, the nega-

tive Doppler feedback effect also helps to keep the power

of the nuclear reactor stable.

The expression for the total reactivity used in the

model is given by:

where:

P$ Pe
+ a

v
(V
sc

- V
sco

) + a
F
(T
F

T
FO

) 11.3-3

p
e

= External reactivity due to control rods or any

other control device

The numerical values of the reactivity coefficients are
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=
V2

VC + V22

Figure 1. Diagram of the control volumes in the reactor
pressure vessel.
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based on data used for the RETRAN model [5] of the Peach

Bottom 2 BWR at the same initial conditions.

11.4 Mass Conservation

a) General Principle of Mass Conservation

The conservation of mass in a control volume can be

stated as follows: The mass flow rate m. which enters the
1

volume is equal to the mass flow rate rho which exits the

volume plus the rate of change of the mass accumulated in

the control volume (see Figure 2).

m. = Input mass flow rate

o
= Output mass flow rate

M
a

= Rate of change of accumulated mass

The control volume average density is defined as:

where:

ma = p VT

m
a

= Accumulated mass in the control volume

V
T
= Volume enclosed by the control volume

11.4-2

In a more general treatment, the volume enclosed by

the control volume is allowed to change and the mass flow

rates are measured with respect to the moving control

volume boundary.
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--> V rha

Figure 2. Conservation of mass principle in a control
volume.

0
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The rate of change of the accumulated mass can be ex-

pressed in terms of the density, the volume and their

derivatives by differentiation of equation (11.4-2).

to =
T

+ VT P 11.4-3

When equation (11.4-3) is substituted into equation (11.4-1)

the following formula is obtained

dV
T dpm1 m = p + VT dtdt

b) Control Volume #2

11.4-4

The control volume #2 encloses all the coolant con-

tained from the bottom of the reactor core to the (hypothe-

tical) interface between the vapor phase in the steam dome

and the 2-phase mixture (see Figure 1).

When the 2-phase mixture enters the steam separators

in a BWR, the vapor is separated from the liquid. The steam

continues ascending toward the steam dome and the liquid

falls back through annular passages of the steam separators.

It is assumed here that the interface between vapor and

the 2-phase mixture is fixed (i.e., volume 2 remain con-

stant) .

The mass flow leaving control volume 2 is broken down

into mass flows of steam Msi
and liquid, Mf, respectively,

crossing the upper boundary.
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The mass flow entering V2 is equal to Min, the mass

flow at the exit of the jet pumps. The rate of change of

accumulated mass in V
2
also is broken down into the vapor

and liquid components, M
ag

and M
af'

respectively.

The mass conservation law applied to volume 2 is ex-

pressed by the following equations:

where:

min = m . + mf + ma

M
a
= M

ag
+ Maf

min = Input mass flow rate

m . = Output vapor mass flow rate

m
f
= Output liquid mass flow rate

m
a
= Rate of change of accumulated mass

m
ag

= Rate of change of accumulated mass of vapor

maf = Rate of change of accumulated mass of liquid

(see Figure 1).

From equation (11.4-3)

where:

af
= p fVf + PfVf

ag
= p

g
+ p. V

g g g

p
f
= Liquid density

p = Vapor density
g

V
f
= Liquid volume

Vg = Vapor volume
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Since the saturated densities change very little with

pressure, the derivatives with respect to time of the

densities may be neglected and

So

= p,V + p \./

a r g g
11.4-9

The volume occupied by the steam may be expressed by:

Vg = V2 Vf 11.4-10

Vg = -Vf

by substitution in

obtained:

Combining equations

min

(11.4-9), the following

M
a = (Pf Pg) f

11.4-5 and 11.4-12, we

msi (Pf Pg)

expression

get:

d V

is

11.4-12

11.4-13dt

c) Control Volume #3

The volume comprising the steam dome and the steam

dryers is defined as control volume 43.

Two interfaces constitute the lower boundary of con-

trol volume #3. The first one is defined as the surface

between the vapor phase and the 2-phase mixture of control

volume 2. The second one is defined as the boundary between
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the vapor phase and the downcomer water (see Figure 1). It

is assumed this interface moves as the water level in the

downcomer changes.

The following equations are obtained from the applica-

tion of the mass conservation principle in volume #3:

m
si

= m
so

+ m
a

ma = p 3V3 + i7
3
p
3

where:
so

= Steam flow rate leaving volume #3 to enter the

steam line

m
a
= Rate of change of accumulated mass of vapor

p3 = Average steam density in volume #3

V
3
= Total volume enclosed by control volume #3

When equation (11.4-15) is substituted in equation

(11.4-14) the following equation is obtained:

dV
3 dpi

MSi mso P3 dt + V3 dt

d) Control Volume #4

11.4-16

Control volume V
4
is formed by the volume of the liquid

contained in the downcomer and the jet pumps. For this

volume the mass conservation law is expressed as:

where:

am + m min + m
fw

11.4-17

f
= Mass flow rate of saturated water returning

from the steam separators.



m = Feedwater mass flow rate coming from the
fa

heaters.

The mass storage rate may be calculated as:

M
a

= p
4

"S7

4

p
4
= Liquid density in Volume #4

V
4
= Volume enclosed by control volume 4.

where:

16

11.4-18

Note that the p4 term has been neglected in equation 11.4-

18.

Substituting ma of equation (11.4-18) into equation

(11.4-17), yields

dV 4

mf mfw min + P4 dt

e) Conservation of Volumes

11.4-19

The total volume within the reactor vessel is constant.

Therefore (see Figure 1):

V
2
+ V

3
+ V

4
= constant

which can be differentiated to yield

dV
3

dV
4

dt dt

f) Steam Line

11.4-20

11.4-21

The sections of the steam line are fixed and do not
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change, therefore, the volume of each section remains con-

stant. The mass conservation principle in equation (11.4-

4) reduces to:

pV =

where: m. = Flow rate into the volume

m
o
= Flow rate out of the volume

11.4-22

p = Average steam density within the control

volume

V = Volume of the section.

From equation (11.4-22) the rate of change in density

for each control volume of the steam line is given by the

following expressions (see Figure 7):

dp4L
dt so(m max) /V4L

dp
4a

dt = (Max mTB)/V4aL

dP41L
(m
TB

m
TUdt mBy )/V41L

dp42L
dt

(

-By mByex7""42L

g) Core Channel Quality

11.4-23

11.4-24

11.4-25

11.4-26

The quality of the water and vapor mixture at the exit

of the core water channel is defined by [7]:



X =
ex

m .S1

Si
+m

f
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11.4-27

This equation may be used to calculate mf by the following

expression:

m
f
= m

si
(

X
1

1)

ex

11.5 Energy Conservation

a) General Energy Conservation Principle

11.4-28

The flow of energy entering a system plus the rate of

energy produced within the system must be equal to the rate

of accumulation of energy plus the flow of energy leaving

the system.

b) Control Volume 1: Core

About 1.6 percent of the total energy released by fis-

sion is assumed to be released directly in the moderator by

neutrons and gamma rays. The rest of the energy is released

in the fuel elements from where it is conducted to the

coolant.

P = PM + PF

and

Pm = .016 P 11.5-2

Therefore:



P
F
= P - Pm

19

11.5-3

where: PM = Power conducted directly to the moderator

PF
= Power released in the fuel

P = Total power released by fission reactions.

The energy conservation law applied to the fuel con-

sidered as a lumped element becomes:

dT
F

MFCp dt
= PF hg (T

F
- T ) 11.5-4

where: MF = Total mass of the fuel

C
F

P
= Specific heat of the fuel at constant pres-

sure

hg = Effective gap conductance

TF = Average fuel temperature

T = Average clad temperature

(see Figure 3) .

The clad is also considered as a lumped conductor.

The energy conservation law for the clad becomes:

dT
C C

MCCp dt hg (TF T ) h
W
(T

C
T ) 11.5-5

where: M = Total mass of the clad

CC = The specific heat of the clad at constant

pressure

hw = Effective thermal conductance between clad and

moderator

T = Bulk moderator temperature.



hw

20

Tm

Figure 3. Diagram of temperatures and conductances.
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The heat Q transferred from the clad to the moderator

Q = hW (T
C

Tw) 11.5-6

A small amount of heat is conducted from the moderator to

the walls of the water channels. Again for practical pur-

poses, it is enough to consider the walls as a lumped

element.

The heat transferred from the moderator to the walls

is:

Qby = hBy
(TW - T

b
) 11.5-7

where: Q
by

= Heat conducted to the walls

hBy
= Thermal conductance between the moderator and

the walls

T
b

= Bulk temperature of the walls.

The net heat flux transferred into the moderator is:

b
= P + hW

(T
C

T ) h By
(TW T

b
) 11.5-8

The bulk temperature of the boxes is calculated by the

following equation:

dT
b

MbCb dt
= (TW

Tb) h
By

11.5-9

c) Energy Conservation Principle for Control Volumes

Energy is gained by a control volume due to enthalpy
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transport and to net heat Ob conducted to the volume.

Energy is lost from a system due to enthalpy transport out

by mass flow and by work done by the system when the volume

expands. Energy stored in the volume is mainly due to the

internal energy; kinetic and potential energy is neglected.

The energy conservation law applied to a control

volume with no internal energy sources may be stated by the

following expression:

where:

Since:'

where:

m.a. h.
a.

+
b

= moho + PV +
sto

11.5-10

rh. = Mass flow rate entering the volume

rh
o
= Mass flow rate leaving the volume

P = Average pressure in the volume

V = Volume

E
sto

= Energy stored within the volume

O
b
= Heat conducted to the volume

E
sto

= M
g
u
g
+ Mfuf

M = Mass of steam within the control volume (CV)
g

M
f
= Mass of liquid within the control volume

ug = Average specific internal energy of the steam

in CV

of = Average specific internal energy of the liquid

in CV.



The following equation is obtained when equation

(II.5-11) is differentiated:

E
sto

= M
g g

+ M
f
1f1 + M

g
u
g
+ Mfuf

For one phase flow, equation (11.5-12) becomes:

E
sto

= Mu + Au

From a mass balance, the next equation is obtained:

A = M. M
1

and M can be calculated as:

M = pV

Then, equation (11.5-13) becomes

du
Est() pV TE 4-

(m.
)u

Therefore, equation (11.5-10) may be written as:

23

11.5-12

11.5-13

11.5-14

11.5-15

11.5-16

171.h, 610 I:V10 1)V + 07 S1-11 + (rn. )u 11.5-17
i dt

which may be rearranged as:

dua = [mihi + Qb moho PV (mi m 0)u]/pV 11.5-18

d) Control Volume 2

From equation (II.5-10) the principle of energy con-

servation states:



min h in2
+ Q

b
= m

si
h
si

mf hfm,hr, + E sto

24

11.5-19

where: hint = Enthalpy of the mass flow entering V2

hsi = Saturation vapor enthalpy at pressure P3

hf = Saturation liquid enthalpy at pressure P3.

m
f
from equation (11.4-28) is substituted in (11.5-19)

and the following equation is obtained:

Min
in2

h + Q
b
= Est + M

si
(h

si
+ h

f
(

x
1 1)) 11.5-20
ex

From (11.5-20) the vapor mass flow rate is obtained as:

x
ex in

(M h
in2 + b Est )

ms. hsixex + hf (1 xex)
11.5-21

The total internal energy contained in V2 is given by the

equation:

U = u
g
M
g
+ ufMf 11.5-22

where: U = Total internal energy in V2

ug = Average specific internal energy of the steam

in V
2

of = Average specific internal energy of the liquid

in V
2

Mg = Mass of the steam in V 2

Mf = Mass of the liquid in V2

Equation (11.5-22) may be written as:



or

U =ug pg V
g

+ ufpfVf

U = ugpg (V
2

Vf) + ufpfVf

Let us define the average enthalpies in V
2

by:

ug = hg P2vg

of = hf P2vf

where: P2 = Average pressure in V2

hg = Average steam enthalpy in V2

hf = Average liquid enthalpy in V2.
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11.5-23

11.5-24

These enthalpies are approximately equal to the saturation

steam and liquid enthalpies respectively at the average

pressure.

Equations (11.5-25) and (11.5-26) in (11.5-24) result

in:

U = hgpg(V2 Vf) + hfpfVf P2V2 11.5-27

Then the energy storage rate is calculated by:

dU
Est dt

e) Control Volume 4 (Downcomer)

11.5-28

Energy is transported into volume #4 by the saturated

liquid flow coming from the steam separators and by the
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feedwater flow. Energy is carried out of volume #4 by the

flow Min leaving this volume. Besides energy is spent when

volume 4 expands.

The energy balance may be then written as:

dM
4

du
4

dV
4

dt
u
4

+ M4
dt

mfhf + m
fw

h
fw

min
in

h
P3 dt

11.5-29

where: M
4
= Mass contained in volume 4

u4 = Average internal energy in V4

h
fw

= Enthalpy of the feedwater,flow

hin = Enthalpy of the flow leaving V
4

V
4
= Volume of this control volume.

The mass enclosed by volume 4, may be calculated by

the following equation:

or

M4 PfV4

dM
f

dV
4

dt Pf dt

Therefore equation (11.5-29) becomes:

11.5-30

11.5-31

11.5-32
d
dt u4

[Mfhf + Mfwhfw Minhin (u
4
p
f

+ P
3 4

]/V o
4'f

The enthalpy leaving the volume, may be calculated by

assuming that the conditions at the exit are equal to the

average values in the volume, that is:



hin = u4 + P1v1

where: P1 = Average pressure in V4

f) Control Volume 5 (Lower Plenum)

Control volume 5 encloses the liquid of the lower

plenum. There is only liquid phase in the downcomer, then,

the fixed volume and the incompressibility of the water

guarantees that the mass flow rate entering the volume is

equal to the mass flow rate leaving the volume.

The law of energy conservation applied to volume 5 re-

duces to:
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11.5-33

du
5 = Mi h

i
M

dt n in n
hin2 .

where: u5 = Average specific internal energy in V5

M5 = Total mass enclosed by V5.

The total mass is calculated as:

M5 = p
fV5

where: V
5
= Volume of this control volume.

Finally (11.5-34) becomes:

du
f mi (h hi )/V

dt n in n2 5
p
f

11.5-34

11.5-35

11.5-36

where hin2 is calculated assuming again that the conditions



at the exit are equal to the average conditions in the

volume, then:

hint u5 + P v
n2 5 2b f
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11.5-37

where: P
2b

= Average pressure in the downcomer.

g) Steam Dome

For the steam dome or control volume #3, equation

(11.5-18) becomes:

11.5-38
du

3

dt [msihsi msohso 1333 (msi faso)u3] /1°V

Assuming again, conditions at the exit equal to the average

conditions, results in:

h
so

= u3 + P3v3 11.5-39

h) Steam Line

Since the volume in each section of the steam line is

constant, equation (11.5-18) reduces to:

o
)u]/0V

1 1 o o 1
11.5-40

The following expressions result from the application

of equations (11.5-18) and (11.5-39) to each control volume

in the steam line:
11.5-41

du
ax

[m h m h u (m mdt so so ax)3/p4LVax ax ax so 4L



h
ax

= u
ax

+ P
4
/p

4L
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11.5-42

du
TB

11.5-43
r'dt Imax"ax mTB"bTB UTB'ax mTB)1/P4aV4aL

define:

h
TB

= uTB + P 4a/P 4a

ou
M =

Tu
M
By

11.5-44

11.5-45

uBy(mTB ou)1/p41LV41L

dully 11.5-46
= [mTBhTB mdt

hBy
= u

By
+ P

41
/p 41L 11.5-47

du
Bye

11.5-38

dt
[mByhBy msyehBye uBye(mB )1/o

y bye- 42LV42L

h
Bye

= u
Bye

+ P
42

/p
42L

11.5-49

11.6 Quality, Nonboiling Height and Void Fraction

a) Quality at the Exit of the Core Water Channel

As pointed out previously, an increase in the steam

void fraction produces a negative reactivity effect. Since

the void effect of reactivity is the main reactivity effect

in a BWR, steam void fraction calculations are very impor-

tant.
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The quality xex may be calculated as a function of the

steam void fraction by the equation [71:

1
xex 1 vg

1 + (a - 1) vS
ex f

and m
f
is calculated from (11.4-27) as:

m
f
= m

si
(

x
1

1)

ex
11.6-2

where: aex
= Steam void fraction at the exit of the core

water channel

of = Specific liquid volume

vg = Specific vapor volume

S = Slip ratio, defined as the vapor over liquid

velocity ratio

b) Nonboiling Height

It is assumed that the axial power distribution in the

core of the reactor is uniform. The variable "2," is de-

fined as the nonboiling height measured from the entrance

of the core to the point where the water starts boiling.

Therefore:

q s
-

Qb
E

where: L = Total height of the core

11.6-3
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qs = Sensible heat flow from the core to the non-

boiling region.

b.1) Mass Conservation

When the mass conservation law is applied to the non-

boiling region of the channels, the next equation follows

(see Figure 4):

where:

dV
min- m = p --

n dt
11.6-4

m = Flow through the moving boundary at height

p = Liquid density

V = Nonboiling region volume.

V may be written as:

furthermore:

V = AZ 11.6-5

V
c

= LA

where: V
c
= Volume of the water core channel

A = Cross section of water core channel.

So:

V
c

V =

Differentiating equation (11.6.7) and replacing V in

equation (11.6-4) gives:

11.6-6

11.6-7
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1

M.
in
A

Figure 4. Control volume of the nonboiling region.



in
) = pVc2

b.2) Energy Conservation

33

11.6-8

The energy conservation law for the nonboiling region

may be expressed by the equation:

E
sto

=
in in2m h + q

s
- me lf2 PV 11.6-9

where: E
sto

= Energy storage rate in the nonboiling region

h
f2,

= Saturated liquid enthalpy at height 2,

P = Average pressure at height 2,

Neglecting potential and kinetic terms:

d
= mu

Esto dt
(Mu) 11.6-10

where: M = Mass contained in the nonboiling region

u = Average internal energy in the same region.

Equations (11.6-3) and (11.6-10) in equation (11.6-9) give:

2,

m
in

h
in2

+ Qb = m h
f2,

+ Mu + Mu + PV

The mass contained by the nonboiling volume is calculated

by:

So

M = pV 11.6-12

pV 11.6-13
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and V is expressed as a function of the nonboiling height,

from (11.6-7):

Therefore:

V
V = L

V
V =

These relations in equation (11.6-11) give:

11.6-14

11.6-15

Lmin h. + kQ
b

= Lm
k
h
fk

+ pV
c
ku + pV

c
iu + PV

c
11.6-16

in2

m
k

from equation (11.6-8) is substituted in equation

(11.6-16) and the result is:

V
LM. h. + ka

b
= Lh (M.

in in2 fk in

+ pVck11 + pVciu + PVci

which may be written as:

Lmin in2
(h h

fk
) + kQ

b
- pV

c
ku

= [pVc(u hfQ) + PVcji

11.6-17

11.6-18

The internal energy is estimated by the following

approximation:

u = (ufk, + u. )/2
in2

11.6-19



where: u
f2,

= Internal energy of the flow leaving the

volume

uin2 = Internal energy of the flow entering the

volume.

Equation (11.6-18) is expressed as a function of

enthalpies by the following equation:

u (hfk, h.Ln2)/2 P 2 v 2

The right hand side of equation (11.6-18) becomes:

-[(h
f2,

h
in2

)pV
c
/2]
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11.6-20

11.6-21

Therefore, from the expressions (11.6-18) and (11.6-21) the

differential equation for the nonboiling height is:

-Lmin (hf hin2) ZQ b + pVc
Zu

;2, = 2
(hfR

hin2 )pv
c

c) Steam Void

11.6-22

Assuming the void fraction is linearly distributed

along the core water channel, the average void fraction

may be estimated by the following equation:

a = aex (L 2,)/2L

Then, the core void volume is calculated as:

V =

11.6-23

v
c

11.6-24
sc



Core Exit 0

L

Bulk Boundary

1

Core inlet

h
fl

h.
in

0<ex
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Figure 5. Model for the steam void fraction distribution.



Using equation (11.6-23), equation (11.6-24) becomes:

vsc aex(L 2') Vc/2L
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11.6-25

The total steam volume in V
2
is equal to the vapor volume

in the core plus the vapor volume in V22.

The vapor volume in control volume V22 (see Figure 1)

may be calculated by assuming that the void fraction re-

mains constant as the water passes through volume V22. This

assumption is a good approximation, since heat exchange be-

tween moderator and the walls of volume V
22

may be neg-

lected.

Therefore, the total volume in V2 is:

Vg = V
sc

V
22

aex 11.6-26

V2 comprises volumes Vc and V22. Then V22 may be written

as:

V
22

= V
2

V
c

11.6-27

When equations (11.6-25) and (11.6-27) are substituted into

equation (11.6-26), the following equation results:

So:

(L +Vg = aex [V2
2L

Vc]

aex =

V
2

(L + Z)V
2 2L

V
c

11.6-28

11.6-29



The steam volume plus the liquid volume in V2 are

equal to V2. So, Vg may be written also as:

Vg = V2 Vf

Then, equation (11.6-29) becomes:

V
2

V
f

aex ,L + SZ,

)VV
2 2L c

11.7 Momentum Equations

38

11.6-30

11.6-31

The dynamic behavior of a boiling water reactor is

greatly affected by changes in pressure. The steam void

volume in the core channels decreases when the pressure in-

creases. A decrease in steam void volume produces positive

reactivity and increases the power of the reactor.

a) Momentum Equations

The principle of momentum conservation is applied to

portions of the system (nodes) analogous to the application

of mass and energy conservation presented in preceding

chapters. The momentum equation involves, among other

parameters, the flow rates and pressures in various nodes

of the system.

The infinitesimal pressure drop (-dP) which results by

the application of the principle of momentum conservation
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to an infinitesimal control volume is given by the follow-

ing equation [12]:

2

-AdP Apv dL a ApdZ = 4 d
1 d

't m
\T

'\

11.7-1
2g

o
cv

i
+

1
[m (1.7+(d17)-- rnlil

go
out n

where: f = Friction factor, dimensionless

L = Channel length

D = 4A/Pe equivalent diameter

A = Cross section area

Pe = Wetted perimeter

p = Density of the fluid

k = Loss coefficient, dimensionless

g = Gravitational acceleration

Z = Height

g
o

= Conversion factor (4.17 x 10
8 lbm f

)

lbf hr
v = Flow velocity

m. = Mass flow rate at the entrance of the control
in

volume (cv)

mout
= Mass flow rate at the exit of the control

volume

m = Mass in the control volume

mout
may be expressed as:

m
out

= m + dm 11.7-2



and min simply as:
i

min = m
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11.7-3

With these relations and neglecting second order terms, the

last term in equation 11.7-1 becomes:

or

To
[rnout

(7 + dv) m
in

v] =
4-c;

[mdv + vdm]

1
= d(mv)

go

Equation (11.7-1) now becomes

2
pv

Al
d

-dP
dL

+ dK) g pdz =
D go g

o
dt 'cv2g

o

1
d(Mv)

Ago

11.7-4

11.7-5

11.7-6

The first term in the parentheses of the left hand side

in equation (11.7-6) corresponds to pressure drop (-Pf) due

to friction effects along channel walls.

-dP = Pv
2

f dL
f 2g0 D

11.7-7

The second term in this parentheses corresponds to pressure

drop due to local perturbations such as abrupt area changes,

orifices or sharp bends.

2

-dP = Pv dK
c 2g

11.7-8
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The pressure drop due to a difference in elevation is

given by the last term in the left hand side of equation

(11.7-6).

-dP
H

= p dz
go

11.7-9

The first term of the right hand side of equation (11.7-6)

is the acceleration pressure drop (-dPI)

1 d
-dP = (mv)

I Ag
o

dt cv
11.7-10

The last term of the equation is the pressure drop (-dPv)

due to a change in velocity along the flow channel. This

change in velocity results from changes of flow area or

change of fluid density.

1
-dP = d(mv)

v Ag
0

b) Single Phase Flow Pressure Drop

The mass flow rate may be calculated as:

m = pAv 11.7-12

Using this relation, the pressure drop due to wall friction

and local friction effects may be expressed by the follow-

ing equation:

(f
11_,

+ dK)111
2

-(dP
f
+ dPc) =

1

2
2g

o
pA

11.7-13
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The friction pressure drop calculated between two

points along the flow channel, for a mass flow rate indepen-

dent of position becomes:

.

-(APf APc) Kfcm
2

where Kfc, the flow resistance, is given by:

2

K =
1 f 12 dL + )

fc 2go 01\2

11.7-14

11.7-15

The pressure drop (eq. 11.7-9) due to a difference in

elevation is neglected, because it is generally small com-

pared with other terms. This means natural circulation is

not considered here.

The mass within the differential control volume is:

m = pAdL 11.7-16

and the velocity of the flow is:

m
v =

(0A
11.7-17

Then, the acceleration pressure drop in equation (II.7-10)

becomes:

dL d
-dP

I Ag
o

dt
11.7-18

The acceleration pressure drop between two points may be

calculated by the following equation when the derivative



of M is independent of position along the flow channel.

where

-AP
I

= I
d m

1 r
2

dL
go

1
A
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11.7-19

11.7-20

A useful approximation of equation (II.7-1) is obtained

when the mass flow rate is considered constant (or average

flow rate is used) along the channel. This is valid for

most cases specially when the momentum equation is applied

to the junction between two control volumes.

The last term in equation (II.7-1) reduces to:

1 m-AdPv=g10[Mout(v+dv)-minv] = dv 11.7-21
go

or from (11.7-12)

-dP = vdv
v TO 11.7-22

The pressure drop is obtained by integration of (11.7-22):

2

-AP = 1 f pvdv
v go 1

For p constant along the control volume

-AP = P (v2 v2

11.7-23

1
) 11.7-24

v 2g0 2

This equation may be written in terms of the mass flow as:



That is:

where:

1 1 2 1 2 -2
-AP

v = 2g p [( ) (A--) m
12

-AP v = KAm
2

1 1
K = [(--)

2
(A )2]A 2

1

g p A
2 1
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11.7-25

11.7-26

11.7-27

Therefore, the total one phase pressure drop may be ex-

pressed by the equation:

or

- dm
-AP = KAm

2 + K
fc
m
2
+ I

dt

-AP = K
in 2

+ I
aril

dt

where KT, the flow resistance is defined by:

11.7-28

11.7-29

KT = KA + K
fc

11.7-30

c) Two Phase Pressure Drop (Compressible Fluid)

The two phase friction pressure drop may be estimated

knowing the one phase pressure drop and using the equation:

AP
f
= RAP 11.7-31
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where AP
fs is the one phase friction pressure drop calcu-

lated at the same conditions.

R is defined as the ratio of the two phase pressure

drop over the one phase pressure drop.

There are several correlations to calculate the ratio

R. For example R is calculated by the Lottes-Flinn cor-

relation [7] as:

R =
3
[1 + (

1 -
1
a) + (

1

1

a )

2
]

ex ex
11.7-32

R may be calculated also by the Martinelli-Nelson correla-

tion which takes into account the pressure dependence of R

[7]

For practical purposes, R is considered constant over

the range of values considered in this model. Then:

where:

-AP
f

= Kmmiml

Km = R Kf

11.7-33

11.7-34

Following the same arguments presented in the last

section, the acceleration pressure drop is given also by

equation (11.7-19):

d
-AP

I
= I TE

m 11.7-35

The change of phase along the flow channel produces a
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change in velocity. The pressure drop due to the change in

velocity is obtained by integration of equation (11.7-11)

2

-AP =
1 1f d (mv)

v go 1 A

From equation (11.7-12)

2 2
1

-AP
v

=
1

A
f d 02-)

go 1
pA

11.7-36

11.7-37

For flow and area constant along the channel (11.7-37) re-

duces to

2 2m
d

, 1
-AP =

1
f k-,

v go A2 1

which may be written as:

where

1 m 1 1- _
g
o

2 p
2

p
1

-APv
= Kp m

2

, 1 1
K k- -

pl p2A21g
o

11.7-38

11.7-39

11.7-40

11.7-41

Therefore, the total two phase pressure drop may be ex-

pressed by the equation:

461
-AP = K

TP
m2 + I aE

11.7-42



where the two phase flow resistance KTP

K
TP

= Km + KP

d) (P
2

P
1

) Pressure Drop
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11.7-43

The pressure drop across the boundary between the

lower plenum (V5) and the downcomer (V4) may be calculated

using equation (11.7-29):

SO

dm.
2

-(P
2

P
1

) = -K m + I
1 dt

in
1 in

dm
i2 in

P
1
= P

2
K 1 inm + I

1 dt

where K
1
is given by (11.7-30):

11.7-44

11.7-45

(K
1
= -(KA + Kfc) 11.7-46

e) (P
2b

P
3

) Pressure Drop

Liquid and vapor phases conexist in control volume #2.

The liquid phase alone is found at the entrance of the

volume.

Only the liquid phase exists in the nonboiling region

of the coolant channel. The pressure drop across this re-

gion is given by equation (11.7-29):
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P
3

P
2

V
4

P1

Figure 6. Pressure diagram of the reactor.



where:

-2 dmin
-AP = K m

in
+ I

dt
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11.7-47

-AP = Pressure drop measured from the lower

plenum to the nonboiling region

K = Flow resistance measured across the non-

boiling region

I = Inertia measured across the nonboiling

region.

Assuming that the average flow rate through the core

is equal to Min, the pressure drop across the boiling re-

gion of the coolant channel is given by equation (11.7-42)

as

r

i-2
d[1in

-AP = K
in

m + I
dt

where: -AP = Pressure drop measured from the non-

11.7-48

boiling height to the upper boundary of

control volume 2, that is across the boil-

ing region.

K = Two phase flow resistance across the boil-

ing region

IQ3 = Inertia across the boiling region.

The total pressure drop (-AP23) across the coolant channel

may be calculated by adding equations (11.7-47) and (11.7-

48).



dm .

-2 in-AP
23

= K
23 in

m + I
23 dt

which may be also written as

dm .

-2 inP
2b

= P
3

+ K
23 in
m + I

23 dt
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11.7-49

11.7-50

Provided the average pressure in a volume applies to the

entire volume. Where:

-AP23 -AP2Z APZ3 -(P3 P2b)

K
23

= K
2Z

+ K
Z3

I
23

= I
2Z

+ I
Z3

11.7-51

11.7-52

11.7-53

The average pressure (P2) in control volume #2 may be

estimated as:

P
3

+ P
2b

P
2

=
2

f) Mass Flow Rates in the Steam Line

11.7-54

The average flow rate across the boundary between two

control volumes may be calculated using the average pres-

sures in the volumes of the steam line and employing the

momentum equations.

If the mass flow rate changes direction, the pressure

drop due to wall friction and local losses should change

sign. Then, instead of equation 11.7-28, we would have:
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dm-AP = KAm 2 + K
fc

m1m1 + I
dt
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11.7-55

The application of equation (11.7-55) to each of the

boundaries between control volumes (junctions) of the steam

line provides the following equations for constant cross

section:

dm
so

(P
3

P
4dt

K
34

1m
so

1m
so

)/I
34

dm
ax 1m.

(P
4

P K
dt 4a 44a ax

)/I
44a

dm
TB (D

P K
I

dt 4a 41 4a41 TB TB 4a41m 1m- )/I 11.7-58

11.7-56

11.7-57

If the mass flow rate through the bypass valve is not

critical [12], it is calculated by:

dmBY 11.7-59
dt (P41 P42 K41421111BY11.11BY)/14142

When the bypass valve opens, the difference in pressure

across the valve is large enough, that the velocity of the

flow through the valve reaches the speed of sound. At this

point, the pressure at the exit of the bypass valve becomes

critical [12].

The critical pressure is calculated by the following

equation:

P
c

= rP 11,7-60
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where: P
c
= Critical pressure

r = Critical pressure ratio

P = Upstream pressure

r for ideal gases is calculated by the following expression

[7]

r ( )
2 Y/(Y-1)

Y +1
11.7-61

This expression is also a good approximation for steam,

provided Y is the isentropic compressibility coefficient

[8].

When the downstream pressure is less than the critical

pressure, the mass flow rate is shocked or critical. The

critical mass flow (in this model) is calculated by the

Henry-Fauske critical flow chart [5]. Table (11.7-1) shows

the critical mass flux as a function of stagnation upstream

pressure for steam near saturation conditions.

Table 11.7-1 was used to calculate the critical flow

of the full open bypass valve (cross section = .658 ft
2

and K1 = 2.15). A least square fitting routine was used

to find a linear interpolating equation for the critical

flux.

The critical flow through the bypass valve is then

calculated by the following equation:

A (3.167 * P
41

230)
mBY A

fo

11.7-62
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where: A = Cross sectional area

A
fo

= Full open cross sectional area

P
41

= Average pressure (in psia) of control volume

V42L.

Table 11.7-1. Henry-Fauske critical mass flow for steam
near saturation conditions.

P (psia)

bml
g (

sec.ft2)

100 244

200 366

400 794

600 1221

800 1710

1000 2076

1400 3053

1800 4000

2200 5190

The critical mass flow rate is calculated as:

me = AK'g 11.7-63

where: g = Critical mass flux

A = Cross sectional area

K' = Loss coefficient dimensionless (as used in

equation (I1.7-1)).
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When the bypass valve opens, the pressure in control volume

V42L increases, the mass flow rate entering into the con-

denser becomes immediately critical.

Following the same procedure as the one used for the

bypass valve, the next equation is obtained for the criti-

cal flow into the condenser:

mBYe = 1.2978 P
42

2.5956

11.8 State Equations

11.7-64

From thermodynamic considerations, it is possible to

relate the pressure of a fluid to two other thermodynamic

properties such as specific volume and internal energy.

Alternately, the pressure may be considered as a function

of two state variables [9; 4],v and s for example.

Therefore,

dP DP
=dt ( )

s
dv + (

ap
Ds

)

v
ds

Dv

where: s = Entropy

v = Specific volume

P = Pressure

t = Time.

The Gibbs equation states [9]:

1ds = y du + y dv 11.8-2



where: T = Temperature

u = Internal energy

The second partial derivative in equation (II.8-1) may be

changed by the following Maxwell relation:

dip\ dT1
's117
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11.8-3

When equations (11.8-2) and (11.8-3) are used in equation

(11.8-1), equation (II.8-1) becomes:

dP = (

T1;
)

s
dv ( ) (1 du + = dv)

s T
11.8-4

The internal energy u is proportional to temperature

in an ideal gas. This is also a good approximation for

steam, thus equation (11.8-4) becomes:

P
dP = [ () -]dv -1 du

s s u s u

Since v is the inverse of the density p,

1 dv__1 dp
dt p dt

11.8-5

11.8-6

The isentropic compressibility coefficient y is defined as

[8

v=
P

k__1
Dv

11.8-7

Combining equations (11.8-5), (11.8-6) and (11.8-7) it is



found:

dP 1 Du 1 1 dp
dt Ph' + F (TT) s ril T dt-

(Dul 1 du
'Dv' u dt
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11.8-8

For isentropic compression phenomena, equation (11.8-7)

is used to calculate the pressure.

dP = -y
Pv dv 11.8-9

This equation is a special case of equation (11.8-8) for

ds = 0, which from 11.8-4 is equivalent to make (

Dv
)

s
= 0.

a) Steam Dome Pressure

Equation (11.8-8) is applied to the steam dome volume.

This equation provides the differential equation to cal-

culate the steam dome pressure.

dP3 dp
31 Du 1

dt [Y +
p
3

(Dv) s u3] p
3

dt

,Du, 1
du

3
l Dv ) s u

3
dt

11.8-10

The time derivatives of the density and internal energy

were derived in previous chapters.
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b) Steam Line Pressures

The compression of steam in each of the control

volumes V
4L'

V
4aL'

and V41L is assumed isentropic, since a

more detailed analysis for the no isentropic case gives

practically the same results. From equation (11.8-9) the

following expressions are obtained:

dP
4

yP
4

dp
4

dt p
4

dt

dP
4a YP4a dP4a

dt p
4a

dt

dP
41 YP41 dP 41

dt p41 dt

11.8-12

11.8-13

While the bypass valve is closed, control volume V42L

is filled with steam at very low pressure. When the bypass

valve opens, steam flows from a volume with high pressure

and density steam to V42L, which initially is at a much

lower pressure. This process is typically non-isentropic.

Therefore, equation (11.8-8) is used in this case and the

pressure in volume V42L is calculated by:

dP
42L 1

s u
1 42L dP42L

= dtdt P 42L 42 42L

du
42(Du\ 1

'Dv's u42 dt
11.8-14
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c) Saturation Conditions

When the two phases liquid and vapor coexist,

saturated conditions were assumed. Temperature, densities,

specific volumes and enthalpies are calculated by a linear

interpolation of the steam tables [8]. The equations for

these approximations are:

T = To + KT AP

pg = p
go

+ K AP
Pg

Pf Pfo KpfAP

v = v
go

+ K
vg

AP
g

of = vfo + KvfAP

hg = h
go

+ K
hg

AP

hf = hfo + Kh AP

11.8-15

11.8-16

11.8-17

11.8-18

11.8-19

11.8-20

11.8-21

Where the following variables at saturation conditions are:

AP = Increment of saturation pressure

K = Constant(s)

T = Saturation temperature

T
o

= T at time = 0 (AP = 0)

pg = Saturation density of the steam

pf = Saturation density of the liquid



vg = Saturation specific volume of the steam

of = Saturation specific volume of the liquid

hg = Saturation enthalpy of the steam

h
f
= Saturation enthalpy of the liquid

p
go

= pg at t = 0

p
fo

= Pf at t = 0

v
go

= v at t = 0
g

v
fo

= of at t = 0

h
go

= h at t = 0
g

h
fo

= h
f

at t = O.

11.9 Summary of Model Equations

dP
dt = -Z (P$ (t) 1) P(t) + E A.C. (t)1 1

(Optional in BWRSIM)

dC
dt

P(t) A.1 C.1 (t)

A.C.
P (t) = p 11
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11.2-2

11.2-3

Pe 4- av(Vsc Vsco ) aF(TF TFO)
11.3-3

dV
f

Idt = (min m f msi )/(Pf P )

dp3 dV
3

=
dt

(m
si

m
so P3 dt

)/V
3

11.4-13

11.4-16



dV
4 (m + m

fw mi UPdt n 4

dV
3

dV
4

dt dt

dp4L
- -

dt so
(m

ax ) /V

dP4a
dt (max inTB)/V4aL

dp4lL
dt = (mTB REU mBY ) /V41L

dp42L
(111By

1.r1BYe
)/V42L

dt

1;1

mf Si 'x

1
1)

ex

P
m = .016P

P
F

= P Pm

dT
F

=
dt

[P
F

h
g
(T

F
Tc)]/MFCF

dT
c

dt = [hg(TF Tc) hw(Tc Tw)]/McCc

dT
b

dt hBY(Tw Tb)/MbCb

613 = Pam + hw(Tc Tw) hay(Tw Tb)
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11.4-19

11.4-21

11.4-23

11.4-24

11.4-25

11.4-26

11.4-28

11.5-2

11.5-3

11.5-4

11.5-5



x (mex

n
h
in2 + b st )

iM
si

=
h
si

xex + h
f
(1 x

ex
)

E
st dt (hg p g

(V
2

Vf) + hfpfVf P2V2)
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11.5-21

11.5-27

d r'

11.5-32

dt u4 imf"f fwh fw in ihn (u 4 p f P 3 )7 4 1/V 4 P f

h
in

= u
4

+ P
1
v
1

du
5 = mi (h - hi )/V

dt n in n2 5
p
f

=u
hin2 5

+ P
2b

v
f

11.5-33

11.5-36

11.5-37

du
3

11.5-38
=

dt
[M
si

h
si

- M
so

h
so

P3V3
(msi

M
so

)u
3
1/p

3
V
3

du
ax 11.5-41

=
dt

[m
so

h
so

m
ax

h
ax

- u
ax

(m
so

- max)]/p 4L 4L

du
TB

11.5-43

dt
= [m

ax
h
ax

m
TB

h
TB Tb'max mTB "/P4aV4aL

m = mTu +
ou bY

11.5-45

du
BY

11.5-46
=

dt
[M
TB

h
TB

M
ou

h
BY

u
BY

(M
TB

M
ou

)]/p 41L
V
41L

du
BYe

11.5-48
r'

dt LITIBY BY mBYehBYe uBYe(mBY mBYeN/P42LV42L

h
so

= u
3
+ P

3
/p

3
11.5-39



hax
= uax

+ P
4
/p

4L

hTB uTB P4a/P4a

hBY
= uBY + P

41
/p

41L

hBYe
= u

BYe
+ P

42
/p

42L

1

1
V

1 + (

aex
1) g

vfS

LMi (1
hi

) 2,6 p
n f n2 b

+ V
c

(h
fZ i

h )pV
n2 c

= (hf2, + hin2)/2 P2v2

Z)/2L
a aex(L

V = a V
sc c

V
2

V
f

ex
V2 (L

+ R,) V
2L c

dM,
. 2 in

P
1

= P
2

K
1 in
m +

1 dt

dm.
2 in

P
2b

= P
3

+ K
23 in
m + 1

23 dt
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11.5-42

11.5-44

11.5-47

11.5-49

11.6-1

11.6-22

11.6-20

11.6-23

11.6-24

11.6-31

11.6-45

11.7-50

P
3

+ P
2b

P
2

11.7-54
2
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for noncritical

for critical

dm
so

(P3 P4 K341msolmso)/134

I. I.

P4a K44almaxlmax)/I44a

P
41 - K4a411mTB1mTB)/i4a41

P
42

K
4142

1MB
Y
1MBY)/I4142

Pc = r P

2 y/(y-1)

11.7-56

11.7-57

11.7-58

11.7-59

11.7-60

11.7-61

11.7-62

11.7-64

11.8-10

11.8-11

dt

dmax in

''4

(P
4a

flow

(P
41

-

r

mBY

mBYe

dP
3

dt

dmTB
dt

flow.

= ( y + 1

A
(3.167P41 230)

fo

1.2978P42 2.5956

P dp
u

) J ] _2 3

dt
[y (2

p
3

s
u3]

dt

1 dui_
u
3

dt

dP
4

yP
4

dp
4L

dt p 4L
dt



dP
4a 1P4a 44a

dt o
-4a

dt

dP 41L
yP

41
do

41L
dt o

-41L
dt

dP
42 1, au

P
42 dP42L

Ly + s ul I

dt [Y
42 P42L

dt

du
42( au 1

'av's u
42

dt

T = To + KT AP

= 0
go

+ Ko AP

Pf Pfo
+ Ko

f
AP

v = v
go

+ Kvg
AP

g

of = vfo + KvfAP

hg = hgo
+ Khg

AP

h
f
= h

fo
+ Khf

AP
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11.8-12

11.8-13

11.8-14

11.8-15

11.8-16

11.8-17

11.8-18

11.8-19

11.8-20

11.8-21
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III. COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

When the number of equations of the mathematical model

is large, an analytical solution is difficult to find.

Therefore, a digital or analog computer is commonly used.

III.1 Analog Circuit

The diagrams of the circuit for analog computation are

shown in Figures 8 to 15. Neither frequency nor amplitude

scaling was required since the solution was obtained using

a digital computer. The symbol code is presented in Figure

8.

Figure 9 shows the circuit to calculate percursor con-

centrations, feedback reactivity and power of the reactor.

The power of the reactor is obtained at the output of

amplifier (integrator) number 1.

The upper input to amplifier "1" is the term propor-

tional to the production of delayed neutrons. This term is

obtained by adding all the products XiCi.

The lower input to amplifier "1" is the output from

the multiplier which is equal to the first term of the

right hand side of equation 11.2-1. Amplifier number 2

is working as an inverter, its output is the negative of

its input. The outputs of amplifiers 3 to 8 are Ci, i=1,

..., 6 respectively. The first (upper) input of one of



b

Aa

a

a

+
Figure 8. Analog simbols.
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Figure 9. Circuit for the reactor kinetics equations and
feedback effects.
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these amplifiers is equal to XiCi and the second input is

the term -(3.P/k.

Amplifier 9 adds all the terms (XiCi) proportional to

the production of delay neutrons, inverts the results and

sends it to the first input of amplifier 1. Amplifier 10

adds all the feedback plus control reactivity terms and

subtracts 1, such that the output of the potentiometer

located after the amplifier is equal to -13(ps-1)/k which

is the input to the multiplier.

Figures 10 to 15 show the remaining circuits for

analog computation which are obtained using the equations

of the mathematical model (summary of model equations) and

employing conventional analog techniques. Figure 13.b

shows the circuit to calculate the mass flow rates using

the momentum and the critical flow equations.

The mass flow rate m
so

is obtained from the inertia

term (see equation (11.7-49)) at the output of pot.

number 4. The pressure term which corresponds to wall

friction and local losses of the flow channel is obtained

at the output of the pot. number 3.

The two lower inputs to amplifier number 4 correspond

to the pressure drop measured between the nodes which are

located across the flow channel with the flow rate m .

so

The circuits to calculate the flows max and mTB are

identical in nature to the circuit used to calculate mso

and the same principles apply.
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Figure 10a. Circuit for mass conservation in the pressure
vessel.
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Figure 10b. Circuit for mass conservation in the steam
line.
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Tb

Figure 10c. Circuit for the net energy delivered to themoderator.
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Figure 10e. Circuit for energy conservation in Volume
4.
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Figure 10f. Circuit for energy conservation in the steam
line, Part I.
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Figure 10g. Circuit for energy conservation in the steam
line, Part II.
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Figure 11. Circuit for the nonboiling height.
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Figure 12. Circuit for quality and void fraction.
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Figure 13a. Circuit for the momentum equations, Part
I.
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When the bypass valve starts opening, the mass flow

rate mBy is critical. The flow continues to be critical

whenever the downstream pressure (P42) is lower than the

critical pressure (Pc). At critical conditions, the out-

put of amplifier (comparator) number 3 is "0" and all

switches are in position "O." The mass flow rate IBy is

obtained at the output of multiplier x.

When the downstream pressure P42 surpasses the

critical pressure, the flow is no longer critical and the

momentum equation(II.7-62)applies instead of equation

(11.7-52). Now the output of amplifier number 3 is "1"

and all the switches are in position "l." At this time

amplifier "7" is activated.

The capacitance C1 stores the critical flow at the

time of the transition. This critical flow is fed to

amplifier number 8 and represents an initial condition

(for the momentum equation). The mass flow rate now is

obtained at the output of amplifier 9.

111.2 Steady State and Initial Conditions

The steady state conditions are found by setting to

zero all the derivatives which appear in the model

equations. From equation (11.2-2) the following conditions

are obtained:

(3i

C* = P*
1 X.

1
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Figure 13b. Circuit for the momentum equations, Part II.
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Figure 14. Circuit to calculate the steam dome pressure.
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Figure 15. Circuit to calculate the pressure in the steam
line.
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where * signifies the steady state condition and:

Ci = ICi at steady state

P* = Reactor power at steady state.

The mass balance equations give the following expressions:

th* = th* 111.2-2
fw so

in*. = m*
so

111.2-3
Si

and

m
f
* = mt

n s
m*

o
111.2-4

i

The steady state exit quality can be calculated by the

following expression:

m*
x*

so
ex

in

111.2-5

From (11.6-2) the steady state void fraction at the exit of

the core water channel is given by:

a*
ex v*

1 + (
x*
1

1)
TT*-

S

1

ex

Writing again equation (11.6-31):

Vf = V2 a
ex

[V
2

V
c 2L

(

L
)]

111.2-6
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V
f
may be written also as:

l= V2(1 aex
+ aex"wc

(Ii
' 2

+
L

Z
)

Then, the initial condition for Vf is:

111.2-7

Vf = V2(1 a*
x e

) + a*x c 2
V (

L Z*
e ) 111.2-8

+
L

In steady state, the net energy transferred to the modera-

tor is equal

reactor.

Equation

then ht
ni

In

So, the

to the energy generated by the core of

Q = p*
'b

(11.5-10) in steady state becomes

tht
n
hint + P* = thsi *hsi *

f f
+ th*h*

i

is given by:

hint = (thsi *hsi *
f f

+ th*h* P*)/thin

steady state, equation (11.6-19) becomes

Lmt
n i
(ht

n f
h*

Z
) + Z*P* = 0

i

initial condition for Q is:

Lmt
n
(h* ht )

* i fZ i

the

111.2-9

111.2-10

111.2-11

111.2-12

111.2-13Z =
P*



From equations (11.7-50, 51, 52) one gets:

and

. .

m* rcc = M*
so TB TU

mAY mIlYe
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111.2-14

111.2-15

In applying this model to the Peach Bottom 2

transients tests, the steady state equations were used in

conjunction with measured steady state values of the

variables to determine system parameters. In addition,

the steady state results of other analyses were used to-

wards the same end. For example, calculated steady state

fuel, clad and moderator temperatures were used [5] to

determine heat conductances from equations (11.5-4) and

(11.5-5) as:

and

P*
h =

f

g T* - T*
f c

P*
f

h
w

=
T* T*
c w

111.2-16

111.2-17

The same technique was used to calculate the flow resistance

K in the momentum equations. K is given by



P* - P*
K

m*

where: P* = Steady state upstream pressure

P* = Steady state downstream pressure

= Mass flow.
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111.2-18

The slip ratio S, defined as the ratio between the

vapor velocity to the liquid velocity is assumed to be con-

stant and have the value 1.2. This value was calculated by

the following interpolating equation:

S = S +
DV

AP + DS
AV + AXSo

DP
0

o DX

where: P = Flow pressure

V0 = Flow velocity

X = Quality

111.2-19

The interpolation is based on data given in [10].

The complete set of equations for calculating para-

meters and initial conditions is incorporated in the pro-

gram listing given at the end in Appendix 5.

111.3 MIMIC, Digital Simulator of an
Analog Computer

MIMIC is a programming system written for a digital

computer. From the user's point of view, MIMIC performs

like an analog computer [11]. The MIMIC language provides

all the common analog elements such as adders, integrators,
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limiters, switches, and other elements listed in the

Appendix 3.

Some FORTRAN expressions are allowed in the MIMIC

language. Time and amplitude scaling is not needed when

MIMIC is used.

The integration routine used in MIMIC is a variable

step, fourth order Rurge-Kutta method. The minimum step

size which was used in BWRSIM computations is .0001

seconds.

The program BWRSIM which formulates the analytical

model equations is supplied as a subroutine to MIMIC.

BWRSIM is listed in Appendix 5.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A simple analytical model to simulate transients of a

BWR (power, mass flow rates, reactivity, etc.) was developed.

This model was implemented on a standard analog computer and

presented at a student conference at Oregon State University

in the Spring of 1977.

The mathematical model described in previous chapters

was developed to simulate transients following turbine

trips and related phenomena in BWRs. The complexity of the

new model was such that available analog computers did not

have the capacity to solve the problem. To overcome this

difficulty, a standard analog simulator (MIMIC) written for

a digital computer was used.

The models were encoded into the computer program

BWRSIM, which has been used to study the dynamics of a BWR.

The BWR simulated is the Peach Bottom 2 Atomic Power

Station. The reactor is assumed to be at full core flow

and 47.2% power before transients are initiated.

The following events then take place:

1) The stop valves which control the steam flow entering

the turbines close suddenly at simulation time equal

to 0.5 seconds (the reactor remains at steady state

between time = 0, and time = 0.5 seconds to check the

steady state equilibrium of BWRSIM).
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2) The sudden closure of the valves produces flow and

pressure oscillations (pressure waves) in the steam

lines (see Figures 16, 17 and 18).

3) For a period of time, steam from the boiling coolant

accumulates in the steam line and in the steam dome.

This is due to the fact that the bypass valves open

with a delay of almost one second and their full blow-

down capacity is only 26%.

4) The accumulation of steam causes a pressure increase

and the pressure oscillations are superimposed on a

basic pressure transient which is characterized by an

overall peak approximately 3.1 seconds after the

turbine trip (see Figure 16).

5) The pressure then decreases due to the blow-down

through the bypass valve, while steam production

declines (the reactor has been scrammed) and residual

heat generation decreases (see Figure 19).

6) When the pressure increases, the average steam void

fraction decreases because of two phenomena: first

the moderator must increase its temperature (see

Figure 20) to continue boiling. When this happens

large quantities of energy are stored in the form of

internal energy and less energy is available to pro-

duce steam. Second, the steam is compressed and its

density increases.
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Figure 16.Steam dome pressure vs. time.
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7) The decrease in average void fraction results in a

reactivity increase (see Figure 21) with a peak of

about $0.80.

8) The reactivity increases, causing a large power excur-

sion. The power reaches a peak (see Figure 19) of

7800 MW (five times the initial power), at .8 seconds

after the valve starts closing.

9) Through a special arrangement, the anticipatory scram

signal from the turbine stop valves was left inactive.

A high flux scram is triggered when the power reaches

about 1.8 of the initial power, but rod insertion

starts only after a delay of about .2 seconds (see

Figure 22).

10) As the pressure wave is reflected by the liquid

coolant, the pressure in the steam dome decreases

temporarily (rarefaction phase). The steam void

volume again begins to increase and negative reacti-

vity results (see Figure 21).

11) Negative reactivity results also because steam void

is produced due to the additional energy from the

power surge transferred to the moderator, mainly by

direct moderator heating (fast effect) and heat

transfer (delayed effect).

12) Furthermore, the increase in fuel temperature (see

Figure 23) introduces negative reactivity, due to the

Doppler effect.
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The negative rod and Doppler reactivities are smaller

in magnitude than the void reactivity at the time when

the power reaches its peak (see Figures 19, 21, and 22).

13) These effects (negative reactivities) combine to

terminate the power excursion, as is seen in Figure

19 (also see [5]) .

14) The bypass valve starts to open on a ramp at time

t = 0.83 seconds and reaches its full open position

at time t = 1.53 seconds. This action relieves the

reactor pressure by blowing steam down (see Figure

24) into the condenser.

15) In less than five seconds after the valve opening, the

pressure starts decreasing asymptotically. At this

time, the power of the reactor is down to about 2% of

the initial level, due to the insertion of all control

rods.

Figure 25 compares the normalized power given by the

measured data and the outputs from the programs RETRAN [5]

and BWRSIM. The power pulse given by BWRSIM is a few

tenths of a second wider than the measured data, probably

because the direct moderator heating was underestimated or

because more control volumes are required for a more

accurate modeling of the pressure wave phenomena.

Figure 22 shows the total and the rod reactivities,

the total reactivity from BWRSIM is a few tenths of a

second wider than that calculated by RETRAN.
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Figure 21 shows the reactivity due to voids in the

core. The void reactivity peak seems to occur in BWRSIM a

few tenths of a second latter with respect to the RETRAN

output. For latter times the void reactivity given by

BWRSIM is larger than the RETRAN output.

The steam dome pressure (Figure 16) given by RETRAN

and the measured data is more attenuated than the output

from BWRSIM. More control volumes, the use of non-

isentropic models and higher order approximations in the

steam line model might smooth the output given by BWRSIM

and make it agree more closely with the measured data and

the RETRAN calculation.

In summary, the model presented here is believed to be

an important contribution to the simulation' of BWRs by

analog techniques.

This model may be used to test new designs, improve

performance, compare control capabilities and study

accidents.

The use of more accurate neutronic models for the

core, the use of additional control volumes and the use

of more detailed two phase flow models are seen as key

factors of any efforts to further improve the general per-

formance of this model.
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APPENDIX I. NOMENCLATURE
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Model
Variable

Program
Name Unit Short Description

A

aeX

of

av

(3.

(3i/B

C.
i.

P4

P4a

P41

P42

Pf

P 2g

Pg3

E
STO

ARPER

AAVO

AEXO

AF

AV

B

RBi

Ci0

Cola 1

DCO

D4L0

D4ALO

D41L0

D421,0

IDF2

DG20

DG30

HST1

DT

DTMAX

ft2

$/°F

$/ft
3

Mw

0,1

lbm/ft 3

u

u

II

u

/I

u

u

BTU

Sec

Sec

Bypass valve area

Average steam void fraction
in the core channel

S. void fraction at the exit
of the c. channel

Fuel temperature reactivity
coefficient

Void volume reactivity
coefficient

Delayed neutron yield

Precursor yield ratio

% Group i precursor concen-
tration

Logic variable, true when
steam collapses

Average core density

Steam line density in V4L

Steam line density in V4a

Steam line density in V411,

Steam line density in V421,

Saturated liquid density

Saturated vapor density in
V
2

Vapor density in V3

Energy stored in the
moderator

Time increment for output

Maximum time increment for
integration
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Model
Variable

Program
Name Unit Short Description

Y

h
f

h
f2

h
fw

h
g

h
in

h
si

h
so

h
ax

h
TB

h
BY

hBYe

hw

I1

I
2

I
34

I
44a

DTMIN

GA

HFO

HF20

HFWO

HG

HIND

HSIO

HSOO

HAO

HTBO

HBYO

HBYE

HW

Il

12

134

144A

Sec

BTU/lbm

u

u

MW / °F

BTU/lbm

u

I,

n

u

u

u

Mw / °F

Psia sect/
lbm

Psia sec2/
lbm

Psia sec2/
lbm

Psia sec2/
lbm

Minimum time increment for
integration

Isentropic compression
coefficient (C p/Cv )

Saturated liquid enthalpy at
the entrance of V

4

Saturated liquid enthalpy at
V
2

Feedwater enthalpy

Gap conductance

Specific enthalpy at the
core inlet

Input steam saturated
enthalpy into V3

Output steam saturated
enthalpy from V3

Enthalpy in the steam line

Enthalpy in the steam line

Enthalpy in the steam line

Enthalpy in the steam line

Clad-water heat conductance

Flow inertia

Flow inertia in the core
channel

Flow inertia in the steam
line

Flow inertia in the steam
line
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Model
Variable

Program
Name Unit Short Description

I
4a41

14142

I
425

K
34

K
44a

K
4a41

K
BY

K
425

K
P2

Al

Z

L

M
F
C
F

M
C
C
C

M
f
C
f

I4A41
lbm

14142

1425

K34

K44A

K4A41

KBY

K425

KP2

LAi

LBY

LO

LT

LL

MC

MCC

MCF

Psia sec2/
lbm

Psia sec2/
lbm

Psia sec2/
lbm

Psia sec2 /Loss
lbm2

Psia sect/Loss
lbm2

Psia sect/
lbm2

Psia sec2/
lbm2

Psia sec2/
lbm2

Psia sec2 /Loss
lbm2

1/sec

0,1

ft

0,1

ft

Mw-sec/°F

Mw-sec/°F

BTU/°F

Flow inertia in the steam
line

Flow inertia in the steam
line

Flow inertia in the steam
line

coefficient in the
steam line

coefficient in the
steam line

Loss coefficient in the
steam line

Loss coefficient in the
steam line

Loss coefficient in the
steam line

coefficient in the
core channel

i group precursor decay
constant

Logic variable to reset con-
trols (1)

Nonboiling height

Logic variable true (1)
when t = 0

Core height

Heat capacity of the fuel

Heat capacity of the clad

Heat capacity of the liquid
in V

c
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Model
Variable

Program
Name Unit Short Description

M CMg
g

.

m
si

.

m
f

m
fw

minm
.

m
so

mTU

max

mTB

mBY

mBYe

P

P
2

P
2b

P
3

P
4

P
4a

P
41

MCG

XMSO

MFO

MFWO

MINO

MSOO

MTUO

MAO

MTBO

MBYO

MBYEO

PO

P20

p2B0

P30

P40

P4A0

P410

BTU/°F

lbm/sec

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Mw

Psia

n

n

II

n

n

Heat capacity of the
vapor in Vc

Steam mass flow rate at the
core exit

Downcomer flow rate into V
4

Feedwater mass flow rate

Core inlet flow rate

Exit steam flow rate (from
V
3

)

Flow rate into the turbine

Mass flow rate in the steam
line

Mass flow rate in the steam
line

Mass flow rate in the steam
line

Mass flow rate in the steam
line

Reactor power

Pressure in the reactor cor

Pressure in the lower plenu

Pressure in the steam dome

Pressure in the steam line
in volume V4L

Pressure in the steam line
in volume V4a

Pressure in the steam line
in volume V41L

e
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Model
Variable

Program
Name Unit Short Description

P42 P420 Psia Pressure in the steam line
in volume V42L

P
5

P50 n Pressure in the condenser

PM PDMO Mw Power deposited directly in
the moderator

P
F

(5

PRFO

Ql

n

n

Power deposited in the fuel

Heat flux from the core

qs
QS0 BTU/sec Sensible heat flux along the

nonboiling region

4b
QBO BTU/sec Net heat flux delivered to

the moderator

p RO $ Reactivity

PE
RE

n Control rod reactivity

P F
RF $/°F Fuel temperature reactivity

PV RV $/ft
3 Steam void reactivity

S S Slip ratio

SCRA 0,1 Logic variable, 1 when the
reactor scrams

SHOB 0,1 Logic variable, 1 when the
flow is critical

t T sec Time

T
c

TCO °F Clad temperature

T
F

TFO °F Fuel temperature

Tm TMO °F Moderator temperature

TR sec Time after scram

U
3

U30 BTU/lbm Specific internal energy in
the steam dome
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Model
Variable

Program
Name Unit Short Description

Uax
UAO BTU/lbm Specific internal energy in

volume V4L

UTB
UTBO n Specific internal energy in

volume V
4a

UBY UBYO n Specific internal energy in
volume V

41

U42
U420 n Specific internal energy in

volume V
42

V
2

V2 ft
3

n

Volume #2

V
3

V3

n

Volume #3

V
4

V4 Volume #4

V
22

V22 If Volume #22

V4L
V4L n

n

Steam line volume 4L

V4a V4A Steam line volume 4a

V41L
V41L n Steam line volume 41L

V42L
V42L If Steam line volume 42L

V
c

VC n Core channel volume

V
f

of

VW20

VFO

,,

ft
3/lbm

Volume of the liquid in V2

Saturated liquid specific
volume

v
g

VGO n Saturated vapor specific
volume

v
g2

VG20 n Saturated vapor specific
volume in V

2

V
sc

VSCO ft
3 Steam void volume

VT VT If Total moderator volume insi
reactor vessel (except lowe
plenum)

de
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Model
Variable

Program
Name Unit Short Description

X
ex

XEXO Steam quality at the core
exit
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APPENDIX 2. INPUT PARAMETERS
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APPENDIX 3. MIMIC COMMANDS
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III. TABLE OF MIMIC CO=.:TING

TABLE 1. LIST OF FUNCTIONS

FUNCTION CODE INPUT (S)

1. ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS

Addition

VALUE./ P.E.1ARKS

ADD A,B(,C,D,E,F)* R = A+B(+C+D+E+F-

SUM

Subtraction SUB A,B R = A-B

Multiplication MPY A,B(,C,D,E,F) R = A*B(*C*D*E*

Divide DIV A,B R = A/B

Multiply and Add MAD A,B,C(,D,E,F) R = A*B+C(*D4-7*FI

Negation NEG A R = -A

Absolute Value ABS A R = 1AL

Equality EQL A R = A

2. ELEMENTARY TRANSCENDENTALS

Square Root SQR A(>0)

Sine SIN A(rads.)

Cosine COS A(rads.)

Arctangent ATN A(,B)

Exponential

Logarithm

EXP A(,B)

LOG A(,B)

R

R = sin A

R = cos A

R = tan-1 (A/B).
If 13 is
specified
is assumed to
is,e +1.

R = A
. If B

not specifiec.
B = e is
assumed.

R = loge. If B
is not spec-
ified B = e
is assumed.

Operands enclosed in parentheses need not be specified.
1. B,C,D may be any logical-valued expression
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FUNCTION CODE INPUT(S)

3. LOGICAL FUNCTIONS

Function Switch

Logical Switch

And

Exclusive Or

Inclusive Or

Complement

4. INPUT/OUTPUT FUNCTIONS

Name Constants

Name Parameters

FSW A,B,C,D 1

LS W A,B,C
1

AND

A,B
1

EOR

TOR A,B(,C,D,E,F)1

COM Al

NOT

CON A(,B,C,D,E,F)
2

PAR A(,B,C,D,E,F)
2

VALUE/RES.1A,

R = 3
=C

D
A =
A 0

R = 3 if A TR,:.-_,

= C if A

P = TRUE i,' A ar;
B (and C and
and E and F)
have value
TRUE.
FALSE, other-
B e

R ='TRUE if A an,
B are differ-
ent.
FALSE if A ,t.
B are the

R = TRUE if A or
B (or C or 2
or E or F)
value TRU:.
Otherwise F. =

FALSE.

R = FALSE if A =
TRUE.
TRUE if A =
FALSE.

Enters constant
names

Enters parameter
names

1. A,B,C,D,E,F must be logical-valued expressions

2. Arguments must be variable names
3. Argument must be a numeric literal

4. SW is a control constant. If SW = 0., the data points will be

plotted. If SW = 1., straight lines will be drawn between

points. If SW=2., a quadratic will be fitted to the points.

SCL is the multiplier to expand the scale in the X direction.
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Name Function
(Constant)

121

CFN A
3

The name of
array is enter
in the result
column. A =
number of pa:.rs
or triples of
points.

Name Function PFN A
3

The name of
(Parameter) array is

in tha rescit
column. A =
number of pair:i
or triples of
points.

Print Output OUT (A,B,C,D,E,F) Print A,B,C,D,
PRI F every DT

of T.

Print Headers HDR (A,B,C,D,E,F) Print heading .

HEA names given in
A,E,C,D,E,F

Plot
4

PLO SW,SCL,A(,B,C,D) Supply A,B,,D
subroutine PL.."
every DT ur.it.
of T.

S. SUBPROGRAMS

Begin Subprogram
End Subprogram

Call Subprogram

Return Subprogram

ESP A(,B,C,D,E,F) The subprogram.
ESP A(,B,C,D,E,F) name appears ir.

the result
of the ES?
ES? cards. Th:-

inputs are na:7-i-
on the BSP card
and the outputs
on the ESP cares.

CSP A(,B,C,D,E,F)

RSP A(,B,C,D,E,F)

The name of the
called subprog:
is given in the
result field of
the CSP card.
RSP card must
immediately :toll-
the CSP card.
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F'2NCTION INPUT(S)

122

VALUE/7,,EAP.KS

6, SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

Integration INT A,B(,C,D) R = B + f Ad:

C,D must
lo-gical val-
ued expres-
sions.

Limit Integrators LIN

RESET 1 3PEA7E

A,B,C,D

First Order FTR A,B
Transfer Function

Limiter LIM A,B,C .43
1

Dead Space DSP A,B,C

R = 0 bC
=A
=0 B

R = L -[A;s)/
(Bs+1)) wherc A
is the variabl
operated on by
1/(Bs+1)

A R = B A
= A B A 2

=0 A C

R = A 2
0 3

= A C A ,

Time Delay TDL A,B(,C) R =
the number of
points of A to
stored and MJS:
a literal or con-
stant.

If C is nr)t
specified, C =
is assume,..1. 3 7
be varible.
T B, R = A(0).
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FU!,!CTION

123

CODE INPUT(S)--] VALGE/RE

F'Inctlon FUN A,3 R = A(R)
A,B,C R = A(B,C)

Implicit Function IMP A,B R = A
where

Maximum MAX A,B(,C,D,E,F) R =
E,F))

Minimum MIN A,B(,C,D,E,F) R = min(A,3(,C,2
E,F))

Random No. Generator 5 RNG A,B,C6
R = ranciom

from a
distribution
with mean = T
and standard
viation C
a star:inq
ber.

Random No. Generator
5

RNU A,B,C6 R = random
from a !inifDrn
distribui:icn
with lower limi
A and upper
B. C is a sz.art
in number.

Derivative DER A,B,C R = dA/d2. =

3,A,C at T =

7. HYBRID FUNCTIONS

Monostable
Multivibrator

Track and Store

MMV A,B R set TRr.1E Wr17 A
TRUE and stays
TRUE for E units
of T after A
goes FALSE.
R = A at T = C.

TAS A,B,C R=Awhen3TRJ
= R when B
FALE.

(R = previous R)n
R = C at T = 0.
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program.

6. C should be a literal, constant or parameter.

7. A,B,C must be logical valued expressions.

3. R = A V(B'AR ).
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FUNCTION CODE INPUT(S)
_ .

VALUE/Ra'.AR

7
Flip-Flop FLF A,B,C R

a
='TRUE
TRUE.
TRUE it ' :.,=, =

FALSE and
tTRUE.
FALSE ct.:-.
Wise.

R = C at T = "3.

Zero Order Hold ZOH A,B A is sample::
3 units of T.
held sampled val.
R= A at T= 0.

CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Go to Next Case FIN A,B Go to next run
when A L B.

End of Program END Signifies end
MIMIC prcaram
beginning of
data.

Different starting numbers will produce independent seguencz's,

hence many random number generators may be used in the same
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APPENDIX 4. BWRSIM PROGRAM LISTING
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APPENDIX 5. SAMPLE CASE
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The following printout is the result of a simulation

run.

From time equal to zero, the computer prints the

labels of the program variables and below each label,

the machine prints its numerical value.

For latter time (T > 0), the computer no longer

prints the labels, only their numerical values.

The printout was broken down into two halves, they

are presented consecutively and in order.
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